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Summary. The study of the approximability properties of NP-hard optimization problems has

recently made great advances mainly due to the results obtained in the eld of proof checking.
The last important breakthrough has been obtained in [19] where the APX-completeness of
several important optimization problems is proved thus reconciling `two distinct views of approximation classes: syntactic and computational'. In this paper we obtain new results on the
structure of two important computationally-de ned classes: the class NPO (that is, the class of
optimization problems whose underlying decision problem is in NP), and the class APX (that
is, the class of constant-factor approximable NPO problems). In particular, we give the rst examples of natural APX-intermediate problems and the rst examples of natural NPO-complete
problems. Moreover, we state new connections between the approximability properties and the
query complexity of NPO problems.
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1. Introduction
In his pioneering paper on the approximation of combinatorial optimization problems [15],
David Johnson formally introduced the notion of approximable problem, proposed approximation algorithms for several problems, and suggested a possible classi cation of optimization
problems on grounds of their approximability properties. Since then it was clear that, even
though all NP-hard optimization problems are many-one polynomial-time reducible to each
other, they do not share the same approximability properties. The main reason of this fact is
that many-one reductions not always preserve the objective function and, even if this happens,
they rarely preserve the quality of the solutions. It is then clear that a stronger kind of reducibility has to be used. Indeed, an approximation preserving reduction not only has to map
instances of a problem A to instances of a problem B , but it also has to be able to come back
from \good" solutions in B to \good" solutions in A. Surprisingly, the rst de nition of this
kind of reducibility was given as long as 13 years after Johnson's paper [26] and, after that, at
least seven di erent de nitions of approximation preserving reducibility appeared in the literature (see Fig. 1). These de nitions are identical with respect to the overall scheme but di er
essentially in the way they preserve approximability: they range from the Strict reducibility
in which the error cannot increase to the PTAS-reducibility in which there are basically no
restrictions (see also Chapter 3 of [16]).
PTAS-reducibility [10]
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The taxonomy of approximation preserving reducibilities

By means of these reducibilities, several notions of completeness in approximation classes
have been introduced and, basically, two di erent approaches were followed. On the one hand,
the attention was focused on computationally de ned classes of problems whose approximability properties were well understood, such as NPO and APX: along this line of research,
however, almost all completeness results dealt either with arti cial optimization problems or
with problems for which lower bounds on the quality of the approximation were easily obtainable [26, 9]. On the other hand, researchers focused on the logical de nability of optimization
problems and introduced several syntactically de ned classes for which natural completeness
results were obtained [29, 27, 20]: unfortunately, the approximability properties of the problems in these latter classes were not related to standard complexity-theoretic conjectures. A
rst step towards the reconciling of these two approaches consisted of proving lower bounds on
the approximability of complete problems for syntactically de ned classes, unless P = NP (or
some other unlikely condition) [3, 23]. More recently, another step has been performed since the
closure of syntactically de ned classes with respect to approximation preserving reducibility
has been proved to be equal to the more familiar computationally de ned classes [19].
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In spite of this important achievement, beyond APX we are still forced to distinguish between maximization and minimization problems as long as we are interested in completeness
proofs. Indeed, a result of [20] states that it is not possible to rewrite every NP maximization
problem as an NP minimization problem unless NP=co-NP. A natural question is thus whether
this duality extends to approximation preserving reductions.
Finally, even though the existence of \intermediate" arti cial problems, that is, problems
for which lower bounds on their approximation are not obtainable by completeness results
was proved in [9], a natural question arises: do natural intermediate problems exist? Observe
that this question is also open in the eld of decision problems even though the existence of
arti cial NP-intermediate problems has been already proved [22]. For example, it is known that
the graph isomorphism problem cannot be NP-complete unless the polynomial-time hierarchy
collapses [30], but no similar result has ever been obtained showing that the problem does not
belong to P.

1.1. Summary of the Results
The rst goal of this paper is to de ne an approximation preserving reducibility such that
all reductions that have appeared in the literature still hold and such that it can be used
for as many approximation classes as possible. In spite of the fact that the L-reducibility
has been the most widely used so far, we will give strong evidence that it cannot be used
to obtain completeness results in \computationally de ned" classes such as APX, log-APX
(that is, the class of problems approximable within a logarithmic factor), and poly-APX (that
is, the class of problems approximable within a polynomial factor). Indeed, on the one hand
the L-reducibility is too weak and is not approximation preserving (unless P = NP \ co-NP),
on the other it is too strict and does not allow to reduce problems which are known to be
easy to approximate to problems which are known to be hard to approximate (unless PNP 
PNP[O(log n)] ). The weakness of the L-reducibility is, essentially, shared by all reducibilities of
Fig. 1 but the Strict reducibility and the E-reducibility, while the strictness of the L-reducibility
is shared by all of them but the PTAS-reducibility. The reducibility we propose is a combination
of the E-reducibility and of the PTAS-reducibility and, as far as we know, it is the strictest
reducibility that allows to obtain all approximation completeness results that have appeared
in the literature, such as, for example, the APX-completeness of the maximum satis ability
problem [10, 19] and the poly-APX-completeness of the maximum clique problem [19].
The second group of results refers to the existence of natural complete problems in NPO. Indeed, both [26] and [9] provide examples of natural complete problems for the class of minimization and maximization NP problems, respectively. In Sect. 3 we will show the existence of both
maximization and minimization NPO-complete natural problems. In particular, we prove that
Maximum 0 1 Programming, Minimum 0 1 Programming, and Minimum Weighted
Independent Dominating Set are NPO-complete. This result shows how making use of a
natural approximation preserving reducibility is enough powerful to encompass the `duality'
problem raised in [20]. Moreover, the same result can also be obtained when restricting ourselves to the class NPO PB (that is, the class of polynomially bounded NPO problems). In
particular, we prove that Maximum PB 0 1 Programming, Minimum PB 0 1 Programming and Minimum Independent Dominating Set, are NPO PB-complete. Indeed,
this result can also be obtained as a consequence of Theorem 6(a) of [19]. However, our proof
does not make use of the PCP model.
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The third group of results refers to the existence of natural APX-intermediate problems.
In particular, in Sect. 4, we will prove that Minimum Bin Packing (and other natural NPO
problems) cannot be APX-complete unless the polynomial-time hierarchy collapses. Since it is
well-known [25] that this problem belongs to APX and that it does not belong to PTAS (that
is, the class of NPO problems with polynomial-time approximation schemes) unless P=NP, our
result thus yields the rst example of a natural APX-intermediate problem (under a natural
complexity-theoretic conjecture). Roughly speaking, the proof of our result is structured into
two main steps. In the rst step, we show that if Minimum Bin Packing is APX-complete then
the problem of answering any set of k non-adaptive queries to an NP-complete problem can be
reduced to the problem of approximating an instance of Minimum Bin Packing within a ratio
depending on k. In the second step, we show that the problem of approximating an instance
of Minimum Bin Packing within a given performance ratio can be solved in polynomial-time
by means of a constant number of non-adaptive queries to an NP-complete problem. These
two steps will imply the collapse of the query hierarchy which in turn implies the collapse of
the polynomial-time hierarchy. As a side e ect of our proof, we will show that if a problem is
APX-complete, then it does not admit an asymptotic approximation scheme: as far as we know,
no general technique to obtain this kind of results was previously known.
In the last group of results, we state new connections between the approximability properties and the query complexity of NP-hard optimization problems. In several recent papers the
notion of query complexity (that is, the number of queries to an NP oracle needed to solve a
given problem) has been shown to be a very useful tool for understanding the complexity of
approximation problems. In [8, 6] upper and lower bounds have been proved on the number of
queries needed to approximate certain optimization problems (such as the maximum satis ability problem and the maximum clique problem): these results dealt with the complexity of
approximating the value of the optimum solution and not with the complexity of computing
approximate solutions. In this paper, instead, the complexity of \constructive" approximation
will be addressed by considering the languages that can be recognized by polynomial-time machines which have a function oracle that solves the approximation problem. In particular, in
Sect. 4.1 we will be able to solve an open question of [6] proving that nding the vertices of the
largest clique is more dicult than merely nding the vertices of a 2-approximate clique (that
is, a clique with at least half the size of the largest clique) unless the polynomial-time hierarchy
collapses. On the one hand, the results of [8, 6] show that the query complexity is a good
measure of complexity to study approximability properties of optimization problems. On the
other, our results show that completeness in approximation classes implies lower bounds on the
query complexity. In Sect. 5 we nally show that the two approaches are basically equivalent by
giving sucient and necessary conditions for approximation completeness in terms of querycomplexity hardness and combinatorial properties. The importance of these results is twofold:
they give new insights into the structure of complete problems in approximation classes and
they reconcile the approach based on standard computation models with the approach based on
the computation model for approximation proposed by [7]. As a nal observation, our results
can be seen as an extension of some results of [19] in which general sucient conditions for
APX-completeness are proved.
Due to the lack of space, the proofs of our results are all contained in the appendix where
the problems mentioned in the text are also de ned.
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1.2. Preliminaries
Since several introductory books on computational complexity theory [5, 12, 28] make some
mention of approximation classes, we will start the following preliminaries on approximation
classes with some mention of computational complexity theory.

De nition 1. A language L belongs to the class PNP[f (n)] if it is decidable by a polynomialtime oracle Turing machine which asks at most f (n) queries to an NP-complete oracle, where
n is the input size.
S

The class QH is equal to the union k>1 PNP[k] . Similarly, we can de ne the function classes
FPNP[f (n)].

Theorem 1 ([33]). For any function f (n) 2 O(log n), if PNP[f (n)+1]  PNP[f (n)] then the

polynomial-time hierarchy collapses.

We now give some standard de nitions in the eld of optimization and approximation theory.

De nition 2. An NP optimization problem A is a fourtuple (I; sol; m; goal) such that
1. I is the set of the instances of A and it is recognizable in polynomial time.
2. Given an instance x of I , sol(x) denotes the set of feasible solutions of x. These solutions
are short, that is, a polynomial p exists such that, for any y 2 sol(x), jy j  p(jxj). Moreover,
it is decidable in polynomial time whether, for any x and for any y such that jy j  p(jxj),
y 2 sol(x).
3. Given an instance x and a feasible solution y of x, m(x; y ) denotes the positive integer
measure of y (often also called the value of y ). The function m is computable in polynomial
time and is also called the objective function.
4. goal 2 fmax; ming.

The class NPO is the set of all NP optimization problems.
The goal of an NPO problem with respect to an instance x is to nd an optimum solution,
that is, a feasible solution y such that m(x; y ) = goalfm(x; y 0) : y 0 2 sol(x)g.
In the following opt will denote the function mapping an instance x to the measure of an
optimum solution. Max NPO is the set of maximization NPO problems and Min NPO is the
set of minimization NPO problems.
An NPO problem is said to be polynomially bounded if a polynomial q exists such that, for
any instance x and for any solution y of x, m(x; y )  q (jxj). The class NPO PB is the set of
all polynomially bounded NPO problems. NPO PB = Max PB [ Min PB where Max PB is
the set of all maximization problems in NPO PB and Min PB is the set of all minimization
problems in NPO PB.
De nition 3. Let A be an NPO problem. Given an instance x and a feasible solution y of x,
we de ne the performance ratio of y with respect to x as



m
(
x;
y
)
opt(x)
R(x; y ) = max opt(x) ; m(x; y ) :

The performance ratio is always a number greater than 1 and is as close to 1 as the feasible
solution is close to the optimum one.
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De nition 4. Let A be an NPO problem and let T be an algorithm that, for any instance x
of A, returns a feasible solution T (x). Given an arbitrary function r : N ! (1; 1), we say that
T is an r(n)-approximate algorithm for A if, for any instance x, the performance ratio of the
feasible solution T (x) with respect to x veri es the following inequality:
R(x; T (x))  r(jxj):

De nition 5. Given a class of functions F , an NPO problem A belongs to the class F -APX
if an r(n)-approximate polynomial-time algorithm T for A exists, for some function r 2 F .
In particular, APX, log-APX, and poly-APX will denote the classes F -APX with F equal to
the set of constant functions, to the set O(log n), and to the set of polynomials, respectively.
De nition 6. An NPO problem A belongs to the class PTAS if an algorithm T exists such
that, for any xed rational r > 1, T (; r) is a polynomial-time r-approximate algorithm for A.
Clearly, the following inclusions hold:
PTAS  APX  log-APX  poly-APX  NPO:
It is also easy to see that these inclusions are strict if and only if P 6= NP.

2. A new approximation preserving reducibility
We will justify our de nition by emphasizing the disadvantages of previously known reducibilities.

2.1. The L-reducibility
The rst reducibility we shall consider is the L-reducibility (for linear reducibility) which is
often most practical to use in order to show that a problem is at least as hard to approximate
as another.
De nition 7. Let A and B be two NPO problems. A is said to be L-reducible to B, in symbols
A L B, if two functions f and g and two positive constants and exist such that:
1. For any x 2 IA , f (x) 2 IB is computable in polynomial time.
2. For any x 2 IA and for any y 2 solB (f (x)), g (x; y ) 2 solA (x) is computable in polynomial
time.
3. For any x 2 IA , optB (f (x))  optA (x).
4. For any x 2 IA and for any y 2 solB (f (x)),

joptA(x) mA (x; g(x; y))j  joptB (f (x)) mB (f (x); y)j
Clearly the L-reducibility preserves membership in PTAS. However, the next result gives a
strong evidence that, in general, this reducibility is not approximation preserving. It also shows
that the behavior of L-reductions depends on the type (that is, maximization or minimization)
of the problems involved.
Theorem 2. The following hold:
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1. L-reductions from minimization problems to optimization problems are approximation preserving.
2. L-reductions from maximization problems to optimization problems are not approximation
preserving if and only if the -reducibility is di erent from the many-one reducibility.
Observe that in [14] it is shown that the hypothesis of the point (2) above is somewhat intermediate between P 6= NP \ co-NP and P 6= NP. In other words, there is strong evidence that,
even though the L-reducibility is suitable to prove APX-completeness results, this reducibility
cannot be used to de ne the notion of completeness within classes beyond APX. Moreover, it
cannot be used to obtain positive results, that is, the existence of approximation algorithms
via reductions.

2.2. The E-reducibility
The drawbacks of the L-reducibility are mainly due to the fact the relation between the performance ratios (not necessarily linear) is obtained by putting separate linear constraints on
the relations between both the optimum values and the absolute errors. The E-reducibility (for
error reducibility), instead, imposes a linear relation directly between the performance ratios.
De nition 8. Let A and B be two NPO problems. A is said to be E-reducible to B, in symbols
A E B, if two functions f and g and a positive constant exist such that:
1. For any x 2 IA , f (x) 2 IB is computable in polynomial time.
2. For any x 2 IA and for any y 2 solB (f (x)), g (x; y ) 2 solA (x) is computable in polynomial
time.
3. For any x 2 IA and for any y 2 solB (f (x)),

RA(x; g (x; y ))  1 + (RB (f (x); y ) 1):
Observe that, for any function r, an E-reduction maps r(n)-approximate solutions into (1 +
(r(n) 1))-approximate solutions so that it not only preserves membership in PTAS but also
membership in any F -APX class where F is closed with respect to linear applications, such
as poly-APX, log-APX, and APX. As a consequence of this observation and of the results of
the previous section, we have that NPO problems should exist which are L-reducible to each
other but not E-reducible. However, the following result shows that within the class APX the
E-reducibility is just a generalization of the L-reducibility.
Proposition 1. For any two NPO problems A and B, if A L B and A 2 APX, then A E B.
Clearly, the converse of the above result does not hold since no problem in NPO NPO PB
can be L-reduced to a problem in NPO PB while any problem in PO can be E-reduced to any
NPO problem.
The E-reduction is still somewhat too strict. Indeed, the next result shows that, unless
PNP  PNP[O(log n)] , PTAS problems exist which are not reducible to APX problems (observe
that from the above proposition this fact holds for the L-reducibility as well). Intuitively, this
unnatural behavior is due to the fact that an E-reduction preserves optimum values.
Proposition 2. Maximum Knapsack is not E-reducible to any NPO PB problem unless
PNP  PNP[O(log n)] .
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2.3. The AP-reducibility
We have just observed that a drawback of the E-reducibility consists of preserving optimum
solutions. This is due to the fact that the linear relation between the performance ratios is
too restrictive. According to the de nition of approximation preserving reducibilities given in
[9], we could overcome this problem by expressing this relation by means of an implication.
However, this solution is not sucient: intuitively, since the function g does not know which
approximation is required, it must still map optimum solutions into optimum solutions. The
nal step thus consists in letting the function g depend on the performance ratio. Indeed, in
the following de nition (which is a restriction of the PTAS-reducibility introduced in [10]), we
also let the function f depend on this ratio because this feature will turn out to be useful in
order to prove interesting characterizations of complete problems in approximation classes.
De nition 9. Let A and B be two NPO problems. A is said to be AP-reducible to B, in
symbols A AP B , if two functions f and g and a positive constant exist such that:
1. For any x 2 IA and for any r > 1, f (x; r) 2 IB .
2. For any x 2 IA , for any r > 1, and for any y 2 solB (f (x; r)), g (x; y; r) 2 solA (x).
3. f and g are computable by two algorithms Tf and Tg , respectively, whose running time is
polynomial for any xed r.
4. For any x 2 IA , for any r > 1, and for any y 2 solB (f (x; r)),

RB(f (x; r); y )  r implies RA(x; g (x; y; r))  1 + (r 1):
Observe that, clearly, the AP-reducibility is a generalization of the E-reducibility. Moreover,
it is easy to see that Proposition 2 does not hold for the AP-reducibility: indeed, any PTAS
problem is AP-reducible to any NPO problem. As far as we know, this reducibility is the
strictest one appearing in the literature that allows to obtain natural APX-completeness results
(for instance, the APX-completeness of Maximum Satisfiability [10, 19]).

3. NPO-complete problems
We will in this section prove that there are natural problems that are complete for the classes
NPO and NPO PB. Previously, completeness results have been obtained just for Max NPO,
Min NPO, Max PB, and Min PB [9, 26, 4, 17]. One example of such a result is the following
theorem.
Theorem 3 ([26, 9]). Minimum Weighted Satisfiability is Min NPO-complete and Maximum Weighted Satisfiability is Max NPO-complete, even if only a subset fv1 ; : : :; vs g of
the variables has nonzero weight and w(vi) = 2s i for i 2 [1::s].
We will construct AP-reductions from maximization problems to minimization problems
and vice versa. Using these reductions we will show that a problem that is Max NPO-complete
or Min NPO-complete in fact is complete for the whole of NPO, and that a problem that is
Max PB-complete or Min PB-complete is complete for the whole of NPO PB.
Theorem 4. Minimum Weighted Satisfiability and Maximum Weighted Satisfiabilityare NPO-complete.
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Corollary 1. Any Min NPO-complete problem is NPO-complete and any Max NPO-complete

problem is NPO-complete. The problems Minimum 0 1 Programming, Traveling Salesperson Problem, and Minimum Weighted Independent Dominating Set are NPOcomplete.
We can also show that there are natural complete problems for the class of polynomially
bounded NPO problems.
Theorem 5. Maximum PB 0 1 Programming and Minimum PB 0 1 Programming
are NPO PB-complete.
Corollary 2. Any Min PB-complete problem is NPO PB-complete and any Max PB-complete
problem is NPO PB-complete.
By using the construction of the proof of Theorem 5 together with the result that Longest
Induced Path is not approximable within jV j1 " for any " > 0 unless P = NP [24], one can
show the following new hardness results for some NPO PB-complete problems.
Theorem 6. The following problems are not approximable within n1 " for any " > 0 unless
P = NP: Maximum Number of Satisfiable Formulas [27] (n is the number of equations),
Maximum Distinguished Ones [27] (n is the number of distinguished variables), Maximum
PB 0 1 Programming (n is the number of inequalities).
The following problems are not approximable within n1=2 " for any " > 0 unless P = NP:
Maximum PB 0 1 Programming (n is the number of variables), Maximum Constrained
Binary Satisfiable Linear Subsystem [1] (n is the number of variables).
The following problems are not approximable within n1=3 " for any " > 0 unless P = NP: Maximum Ones [27] (n is the number of variables), Maximum Irrelevant Binary Variables
in Linear System [2] (n is the number of variables).

4. Query complexity and APX-intermediate problems
De nition 10. Let A be an NPO problem and r be a function, then Ar(n) is the following
multi-valued partial function: given an instance x of A, Ar(n) (x) is the set of feasible solutions

y of x such that R(x; y )  r(jxj).

De nition 11. Given an NPO problem A and a rational r  1, a language L belongs to PAr

if two polynomial-time computable functions f and g exist such that, for any x, f (x) is an
instance of A, and, for any y 2 Ar (f (x)), g (x; y ) = 1 if and only if x 2 L.
S
The class AQH(A) is equal to the union r>1 PAr . Using techniques similar to those of [6, 8],
we can prove the following result.
Proposition 3. For any problem A in APX, AQH(A)  QH.
Recall that an NPO problem admits an asymptotic polynomial-time approximation scheme
if an algorithm T exists such that, for any x and for any r > 1, R(x; T (x; r))  r + k=opt(x)
with k constant and the time complexity of T (x; r) is polynomial with respect to jxj. The
class of problems that admit an asymptotic polynomial-time approximation scheme is usually
denoted as PTAS1 . The following result shows that, for this class, the previous fact can be
strengthened.
Proposition 4. Let A 2 PTAS1 . Then, a constant h exists such that AQH(A)  PNP[h].
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The following fact, instead, states that any language L in the query hierarchy can be decided
using just one query to A" where A is APX-complete and " depends on the level of the query
hierarchy L belongs to.
Proposition 5. For any APX-complete problem A, QH  AQH(A).
By combining Propositions 5 and 3, we thus have the following result that characterizes the
approximation query hierarchy of the hardest problems in APX.
Theorem 7. For any APX-complete problem A, AQH(A) = QH.
Finally, as a consequence of this theorem, of Proposition 4, of Theorem 1, and of the results
of [13, 18, 11] we have the following result.
Corollary 3. If the polynomial-time hierarchy does not collapse, then Minimum Degree
Spanning Tree, Minimum Bin Packing, and Minimum Edge Coloring are APXintermediate.

4.1. A remark on Maximum Clique
The following two propositions are the analogous of Propositions 3 within NPO.
Proposition 6. For any NPO problem A and for any r > 1, PAr  PNP[O(log n)].
Proposition 7. For any NPO PB problem A and for any r > 1, PAr  PNP[log log n+O(1)].
From Proposition 7, from the fact that PNP[log n] is contained in PMC1 where MC stands
for Maximum Clique [21], and from Theorem 1, it thus follows the next result that solves an
open question posed in [6]. Informally, this result states that it is not possible to reduce the
problem of nding a maximum clique to the problem of nding a 2-approximate clique (unless
the polynomial-time hierarchy collapses).
Theorem 8. If PMC1  PMC2 then the polynomial-time hierarchy collapses, where MC stands
for Maximum Clique.

5. Query complexity and completeness in approximation classes
In this nal section, we shall give a full characterization of problems complete for poly-APX
and for APX, respectively, in terms of query complexity.
De nition 12. NPFNP[q(n)] is the class of partial multi-valued functions computable by nondeterministic polynomial-time Turing machines which ask at most q (n) queries to an NP oracle
in the entire computation tree.1
De nition 13. Let F and G be two partial multi-valued functions. We say that F many-one
reduces to G (in symbols, F mv G) if two polynomial-time algorithms t1 and t2 exist such
that, for any x in the domain of F , t1 (x) is in the domain of G and, for any y 2 G(t1 (x)),
t2 (x; y ) 2 F (x).
1 We say that a multi-valued partial function F is computable by a nondeterministic Turing machine N if,

for any x in the domain of F , an halting computation path of N (x) exists and any halting computation path of
N (x) outputs a value of F (x).
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We shall say that a function F is hard for NPFNP[q(n)] if, for any G 2 NPFNP[q(n)], Gmv F .
The following de nition is a constructive version of the de nition of self-improvability given
in [27].

De nition 14. A problem A is self-improvable if two algorithms t1 and t2 exist such that, for
any instance x of A and for any two rational r1; r2 > 1, x0 = t1 (x; r1; r2) is an instance of A
and, for any y 0 2 Ar2 (x0), y = t2 (x; y 0; r1; r2) 2 Ar1 (x). Moreover, for any xed r1 and r2 , the
running time of t1 and t2 is polynomial.
From [27] it follows that the equivalence with respect to the AP-reducibility preserves the
self-improvability property. We are now ready to state the main result of this section.

Theorem 9. A poly-APX problem A is poly-APX-complete if and only if it is self-improvable
and Ar0 is NPFNP[loglog n+O(1)]-hard for some r0 > 1.

The above theorem cannot be proved without the dependency of both f and g on r in the
de nition of AP-reducibility. Indeed, it is possible to prove that if only g has this property
then, unless the polynomial-time hierarchy collapses, a self-improvable problem A exists such
that A2 is NPFNP[log log n+O(1)] -hard and A is not poly-APX-complete.
In order to characterize APX-complete problems, we have to de ne the following combinatorial property.

De nition 15. An NPO problem A is linearly additive if a constant and two algorithms t1

and t2 exist such that, for any rational " > 0 and for any sequence x1 ; : : :; xk of instances of A,
x0 = t1 (x1 ; : : :; xk ; ") is an instance of A and, for any y 0 2 A1+" =k (x0), t2 (x1; : : :; xk ; y 0; ") =
y1 ; : : :; yk where each yi is a (1 + ")-approximate solution of xi. Moreover, the running time of
t1 and t2 is polynomial for every xed " > 0.

Theorem 10. An APX problem A is APX-complete if and only if it is linearly additive and
a constant r0 exists such that Ar0 is NPFNP[1]-hard.

Note that linear additivity plays for APX problem more or less the same role of selfimprovability in poly-APX. These two properties are, in a certain sense, one the opposite of the
other: while the query complexity of APX-complete problems depends on the performance ratio
and does not depend on the size of the instance, the query complexity of poly-APX-complete
problems depends on the size of the instance and does not depend on the performance ratio.
Indeed, it is possible to prove that no APX-complete problem can be self-improvable (unless P= NP) and that no poly-APX-complete problem can be linearly additive (unless the
polynomial-time hierarchy collapses).
It is also possible to establish query complexity results for log-APX-complete problem. In
particular, even though we have not been able to establish a full characterization of log-APXcomplete problems, we can prove the following result.

Theorem 11. No log-APX-complete problem can be self-improvable unless the polynomial
time-hierarchy collapses.

It is then an interesting open question to nd a characterizing combinatorial property of logAPX-complete problems. Moreover, as a consequence of the above theorem and of the results
of [19], we conjecture that the minimum set cover problem is not self-improvable.
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Appendix

We will now give the proofs of the results presented in the paper, the de nitions of the
problems and some additional references.

A. Proof of the results of Section 2
Proof of Theorem 2. (1) follows from the fact, noted in [29], that if a minimization problem
A L-reduces to an optimization problem B and there is a polynomial-time r-approximation
algorithm for B , then there is a polynomial-time (1 + (r 1))-approximation algorithm for
A.
In order to prove (2), rst recall that in [36] it has been shown that the -reducibility
is di erent from the many-one reducibility if and only if a polynomial-time recognizable set
of satis able Boolean formulas exists for which no polynomial-time algorithm can compute
a satisfying assignment for each of them. Assume now that there exists a polynomial-time
recognizable set S of satis able Boolean formulas for which no polynomial-time algorithm
can compute a satisfying assignment for each of them. Consider the following maximization
problems A = (IA ; solA; mA ) and B = (IB ; solB ; mB ) where
1. IA = S , solA (x) = fy jy is a truth assignment for xg, and
2.

mA (x; y ) =

(

jxj if y is a satisfying assignment for x,
1

otherwise

and
1. IB = S , solB (x) = fy jy is a truth assignment for xg, and
2.

mB (x; y ) =

(

2jxj if y is a satisfying assignment for x,
jxj otherwise.

Clearly, problem B is in APX, while if A were in APX then there were a polynomial-time
algorithm that computes a satisfying assignment for each formula in S , contradicting the assumption. Moreover, it is easy to see that A is L-reducible to B .
Conversely, assume that for any polynomial-time recognizable set of satis able Boolean
formulas there is a polynomial-time algorithm computing a satisfying assignment for each
formula in the set.
Suppose that a maximization problem A is L-reducible to a maximization problem B via
functions f and g and that B is r-approximable (r > 1). Let x be an instance of A and let y
be a solution of f (x) such that optB (f (x))=mB (f (x); y )  r. For the sake of convenience, set
optA = optA (x), mA = mA (x; g (x; y )), optB = optB (f (x)), and mB = mB (f (x); y ). We show
that m = maxfmA ; mB = g is such that m  optA and optA =m  1 + (r 1), that is, m is
a non-constructive approximation of optA . Let = 1+ (rr 1) . There are two cases.
1. optB  optA . By the de nition of the L-reducibility, optA mA  (optB mB ). Since
optB mB  (1 1=r). Hence,
A mA 
optB  optA and optB =mB  r, it holds that optopt
optB
A
optA =m  optA =mA  1 + (r 1).
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2. optB > optA. It holds that

optA  optA
m
mB =
B = ) (since opt < opt = )
< (opt
A
B
mB
optB = ) (since m  opt =r)
 ((opt
B
B
B =r)
= r
= 1+

(r 1):

Now, it is not hard to see that a satis able Boolean formula  can be constructed, in polynomial
time in the length of x, so that any satisfying assignment for  encodes a solution of x whose
measure is at least m. By assumption it is possible to compute in polynomial time a satisfying
assignment for  and thus an approximate solution for x.
Finally, if B is a minimization problem, we rst L-reduce B to a maximization problem C
in APX [19] and then apply the above argument.
ut
Proof of Proposition 1. Let T be an r-approximation algorithm for A with r constant and
let (fL ; gL; L ; L) be an L-reduction from A to B . Then, for any x 2 IA and for any y 2
solB (fL(x)), EA(x; gL(x; y ))  L LEB (fL (x); y ) where

) m(w; z )j
E (w; z) = jopt(wopt
(w)
denotes the relative error of the feasible solution z with respect to the instance w. If A is a
minimization problem then, for any x 2 IA and for any y 2 solB (fL (x)),

RA(x; gL(x; y )) = 1 + EA(x; gL(x; y ))  1 +

L L EB (fL (x); y )  1 + L L (RB (fL (x); y )

Otherwise we distinguish the following two cases.
1. EB (fL (x); y )  2 L1 L : in this case we have that

RA(x; gL(x; y )) 1 = 1 EAE(x;(x;gLg(x;(x;y ))y ))
A
L
E
(
 1 L L BE f(Lf(x()x; y);)y)
L L B L
 2 L L(RB(fL(x); y) 1):
2. EB (fL (x); y ) > 2

1

L L:

in this case we have that RB (fL (x); y ) 1  2

RA(x; T (x)) 1  r 1  2

L L (r

1

L L

so that

1)(RB (fL (x); y ) 1):

We can thus de ne the E-reduction (fE ; gE ; E ) as follows:
1. For any x 2 IA , fE (x) = fL (x).

1):
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2. For any x 2 IA and for any y 2 solB (fE (x)),

gE (x; y ) =

(

gL (x; y ) if mB (fE (x); y )  mB (fE (x); T (x)),
T (x) otherwise.

3. E = maxf2 L L ; 2 L L (r 1)g.
From the above discussion it follows that this reduction is indeed an E-reduction.

ut

Proof of Proposition 2. From the results of [21] it follows that PNP  PMK1 , where MK stands
for Maximum Knapsack. If Maximum Knapsack is E-reducible to an NPO PB problem
A, then PMK1  PA1 . It is easy to see that PA1  PNP[O(log n)] which, in turn, implies that
PNP  PNP[O(log n)] .
ut

B. Proof of the results of Section 3
Proof of Theorem 4. In order to establish the NPO-completeness of Minimum Weighted
Satisfiability we just have to show that there is an AP-reduction from a Max NPO-complete
problem to Minimum Weighted Satisfiability. As the Max NPO-complete problem we will
use the restricted version of Maximum Weighted Satisfiability from Theorem 3.
Let x be an instance of Maximum Weighted Satisfiability, i.e. a formula  over variables v1 ; : : :; vs with weights w(vi) = 2s i and some variables with weight zero. We will rst
give a simple reduction that preserves the approximability within the factor 2, and then adjust
it to obtain an AP-reduction.
Let f (x) be the formula  ^ 1 ^    ^ s where i = (zi  v 1 ^    ^ v i 1 ^ vi ), where
z1 ; : : :; zs are new variables with weights w(zi) = 2i for i 2 [1::s] and where all other variables
(even the v -variables) have zero weight. If y is a satisfying assignment of f (x), let g (x; y ) be the
restriction of the assignment to the variables that occur in . This assignment clearly satis es
.
Note that exactly one of the z -variables is true in any satisfying assignment of f (x). If all
z-variables were false, then all v -variables would be false and the value of the objective function
of x would be zero, which is not allowed.

m(f (x); y ) = 2i ,
,
,
,

zi = 1
v1 = v2 =    = vi 1 = 0; vi = 1
2s i  m(x; g (x; y )) < 2  2s i
2s
2s

m
(
x;
g
(
x;
y
))
<
2
m(f (x); y )
m(f (x); y )

This is in particular true for the optimum solution. Thus the performance ratio for Maximum
Weighted Satisfiability is
2s
2
(f (x); y ) = 2R(f (x); y );
opt(x)
opt(f (x))
= 2 mopt
R(x; g (x; y )) = m(x;
2s
g (x; y )) <
(f (x))
m(f (x); y )
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which means that the reduction preserves the approximability within 2.
Let us now extend the construction in order to obtain R(x; g (x; y ))  (1 + 2 k )R(fk (x); y )
for every nonnegative integer k. The reduction described above corresponds to k = 0.
We use 2k  s Vnew variables named zi;b1 ;:::;bk , where i 2 [1::s] and bj 2 f0; 1g for j 2 [1::k].
Let fk (x) =  ^ i;b1 ;:::;bk , where
i;b1 ;:::;bk

= (zi;b1 ;:::;bk  v 1 ^    ^ vi 1 ^ vi ^ (vi+1 = b1) ^    ^ (vi+k = bk )) :

De ne g (x; y ) as above. Finally, de ne
&

'

'

&

K  2s
K  2i
w(zi;b1;:::;bk ) =
=
Pk
Pk
w(vi) + j=1 bj w(vi+j )
1 + j =1 bj 2

j

:

By choosing K large enough (about 2s ) we can disregard the e ect of the ceiling operation in
the following computations.
As in the previous reduction exactly one of the z -variables is true in any satisfying assignment of fk (x). If, in a solution y of fk (x), zi;b1 ;:::;bk = 1, then we have m(fk (x); y ) = w(zi;b1 ;:::;bk )
and we know that

m(x; g (x; y ))  w(vi) +

k
X
j =1

bj w(vi+j ) = 2s i (1 +

k
X
j =1

bj 2 j )

and that

m(x; g (x; y ))  w(vi ) +

k
X
j =1

bj w(vi+j ) +

s
X
j =k+i+1

w(vj ) < 2s i (1 +

k
X
j =1

bj 2 j )(1 + 2 k ):

Thus we get

K  2s  m(x; g (x; y )) < K  2s (1 + 2 k ):
m(fk (x); y )
m(fk (x); y )
and therefore R(x; g (x; y )) < (1 + 2 k )R(fk (x); y ). Given any r > 1, if we choose k such that
2 k  (r 1)=r, e.g. k = dlog r log(r 1)e, then R(fk (x); y )  r implies R(x; g (x; y )) <
(1 + 2 k )R(fk (x); y )  r + r2 k  r + r 1 = 1 + 2(r 1). This is obviously an AP-reduction

with = 2.
A very similar proof can be used to show that Maximum Weighted Satisfiability is
NPO-complete.
tu

Proof of Corollary 1. Theorem 4 says that Minimum Weighted Satisfiability is NPOcomplete. Per de nition Minimum Weighted Satisfiability can be reduced to any Min NPOcomplete problem. Hence any Min NPO-complete problem is also complete for NPO. In the
same way, since Maximum Weighted Satisfiability is NPO-complete and can be reduced
to any Max NPO-complete problem, any Max NPO-complete problem is NPO-complete.
Min NPO-completeness for Minimum 0 1 Programming and Traveling Salesperson
Problem was shown in [26], and therefore they are NPO-complete. For Minimum Weighted
Independent Dominating Set we need a PTAS-reduction from Minimum Weighted Satisfiability.
Given an instance of Minimum Weighted Satisfiability, we rst write the formula in
conjunctive normal form. For every variable vi we construct two nodes ai and ai with weights
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w(ai ) = w(ai ) = w(vi). For every clause cj we construct a node bj with enormous
weight. We
Ps
choose a weight larger that the sum of the weights of all variables, namely i=1 w(vi ) + 1.
We add edges between ai and ai for each i. For each i and j we also add edges as follows. If
the variable vi is used positively in clause cj we add an edge between the corresponding nodes
ai and bj . If the variable vi is used negatively in clause cj we add an edge between ai and bj .
One solution to the independent dominating set problem is fa1 ; : : :; asg, and this solution
has smaller objective value than any solution that contains a b-node. It is easy to see that in
any solution at most one of ai and ai for any i is included, that the corresponding assignment
(vi = 1 if and only if ai is included) satis es the CNF formula, and that the objective values
of both solutions are the same. The reduction is PTAS-preserving.
ut
Proof of Theorem 5. Maximum PB 0 1 Programming is known to be Max PB-complete [4]
and Minimum PB 0 1 Programming is known to be Min PB-complete [17]. Thus we just
have to show that there are AP-reductions from a Min PB-complete problem to Maximum PB
0 1 Programming and from a Max PB-complete problem to Minimum PB 0 1 Programming. As the Min PB-complete problem we will use Minimum Independent Dominating
Set and as the Max PB-complete problem we will use Longest Induced Path.
Both reductions follow the same idea. The objective function, i.e. the number of nodes in the
solution (in the independent dominating set and in the induced path, respectively), is encoded
by introducing an order of the nodes in the solution. The order is encoded by a squared number
of 0 1 variables in the programming problem, see Fig. 2. A solution of size 1 shall correspond
to the 0 1 programming
objective value n, and a solution of size p shall correspond to an
j k
objective value of np .
j

60 0 0 0 0 0 6
0 0 0 0 0 0 ?only zeros in upper part
60 1 0 0 0 0 6
size of 1 0 0 0 0 0 one 1 in each row
solution 0 0 0 0 1 0
? 0 0 1 0 0 0 -?i
solution:      

Figure 2. The idea of the reduction from Minimum Independent Dominating Set/Longest Induced Path to Maximum/Minimum PB 0 1 Programming. The variable xji = 1 if and only if vi

is the j th node in the solution. There is at most one 1 in each column and in each row.

The reduction from Minimum Independent Dominating Set to Maximum PB 0
1 Programming is constructed as follows. Given an instance of Minimum Independent
Dominating Set, i.e. a graph with nodes V = fv1; : : :; vm g and edges E , construct m2
variables xji , 1  i; j  m and the following inequalities:

8i 2 [1::m]
8j 2 [1::m]
8j 2 [1::m 1]

m
P

xji  1

j =1
m j
P
xi  1
i=1
m j +1
m j P
P
xi  0
xi
i=1
i=1

(at most one 1 in each column)

(1)

(at most one 1 in each row)

(2)

(only zeros in upper part)

(3)
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8(vi ; vj ) 2 E
8i 2 [1::m]

m
P

m
P

xkj  1
k=1
k=1
m k
P
xi + P xkj  1
k=1
j :(vi ;vj )2E
k2[1::m]
xki +

(independence)

(4)

(domination)

(5)

The objective function is de ned as

n

m 
X
p=2

n



p 1

  X
m

n
p

i=1

xpi:

(6)

In order to express the objective functionPwith only binary coecients we have to introduce n
m xp for bn=pc < j  bn=(p 1)c and y = 1 for
new variables y1 ; : : :; yn where yj = 1
j
i=1 i
j  bn=mc. The objective function is then Pnj=1 yj . One can now verify that an independent
dominating set of size s will exactly correspond to a solution of the 0 1 programming problem
with objective value ns and vice versa.
Suppose that the minimum independent dominating set has size M , then the performance
ratio s=M for the independent dominating set problem will correspond to the performance
ratio
n


m
s
M
n =
M 1 n
s

for the 0 1 programming problem, where mn is the relative error due to the oor operation.
By choosing n large enough the relative error can be made arbitrarily small. Thus It is easy to
see that the reduction is an AP-reduction.
Halldorsson has proved that, unless P = NP, Minimum Independent Dominating Set
is not approximable within n1 " for any " > 0, where n is the sum of the number of nodes
and edges in the graph [34]. Together with the reduction above this result will tell that, unless
P = NP, Maximum PB 0 1 Programming is not approximable within q 1 " for any " > 0,
where q is the number of inequalities, and is not approximable within r1=2 " for any " > 0,
where r is the number of variables.
A similar construction can be used to reduce Longest Induced Path to Minimum PB
0 1 Programming. Given an instance of Minimum Independent Dominating Set, i.e.
a graph with nodes V = fv1 ; : : :; vm g and edges E , construct m2 variables xji , 1  i; j  m as
above and use the inequalities (1){(3) together with the new inequalities:

8(vi; vj ) 2 E; k 2 [1::m 2]; l 2 [k + 2::m] xki + xlj  1 (induced)
8(vi; vj ) 2= E 8k 2 [1::m 1] xki + xkj +1  1 (path)

(7)
(8)

Use the same objective function as (6) above. It is not hard to show that this reduction is a
AP-reduction.
ut
The results of Theorem 6 are proved in [35].

C. Proof of the results of Section 4
Proof of Proposition 3. Assume that A is a maximization problem (the proof for minimization
problems is similar), let T be an r-approximate polynomial-time algorithm for A, for some
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r > 1, and let L 2 PA for some . Two polynomial-time computable functions f and g then
exist witnessing this fact. For any x, let m = m(f (x); T (f (x))), so that m  opt(f (x))  rm.
We can then partition the interval [m; rm] into dlog re subintervals
[m; m); [m; 2m); : : :; [blog rc; rm];
and start looking for the subinterval containing the optimum value (a similar technique has
been used in [8, 6]). This can clearly be done using dlog re queries to an NP-complete oracle.
One more query is sucient to know whether a feasible solution y exists in that interval such
that g (x; y ) = 1. Since y is -approximate, it follows that L can be decided using dlog re + 1
queries, that is, L 2 QH.
ut
Proof of Proposition 4. Let A be a minimization problem in PTAS1 (the proof for maximization
problem is very similar). By de nition, a constant k and an algorithm T exist such that for
any instance x and for any r > 1
m(x; T (x; r))  r  opt(x) + k:
We will now prove that a constant h exists such that for any r > 1 a function lr 2 PFNP[h 1]
exists such that for any instance x of the problem A
opt(x)  lr (x)  r  opt(x):
Given an instance x, we can check whether opt(x) = 0 by means of a single query to an
NP oracle, so we can restrict ourselves to instances such that opt(x)  1. Note that, for these
instances, T2 is a (k +2)-approximate algorithm. Let us x an r > 1, let " = r 1, y = T1+"=2(x)
and mapp = m(x; T2(x)). We have to distinguish two cases.
1. mapp  2k(k + 2)=": in this case, opt(x)  2k=", that is, opt(x)"=2  1. Then

m(x; y )  opt(x)(1 + "=2) + opt(x)"=2 = opt(x)(1 + ") = r  opt(x):
That is, y is a r-approximate solution for x, and we can set lr (x) = m(x; y ).
2. m(x; y ) < 2k(k + 2)=": in this case, opt(x) < 2k(k + 2)=". Then,
m(x; y )  opt(x) + opt(x)"=2 + k < opt(x) + 2k(k + 2) + k:
If h = dlog k(2k + 5)e + 1, then h 1 queries to NP are sucient to nd the optimum value
m = opt(x) by means of a binary search technique: in this case lr (x) = m.
Let now L be a language in AQH (A), then L 2 PAr for some r > 1: let f and g be the
functions witnessing that L 2 PAr . Observe that, for any x, x 2 L if and only if a solution y
for f (x) exists such that m(x; y )  lr (x) and g (x; y ) = 1: that is, given hr (x), deciding whether
x 2 L is an NP problem. Since lr(x) is computable by means of h 1 queries to NP, we have
that L 2 Pnp[h] .
ut
In order to prove Proposition 5, we need the following technical result.
Claim. For any APX-complete problem A and for any k, two polynomial-time computable
functions f and g and a constant r exist such that, for any k-tuple (x1; : : :; xk ) of instances of
Partition, x = f (x1; : : :; xk ) is an instance of A and if y is a solution of x whose performance
ratio is smaller than r then g (x; y ) = (b1; : : :; bk ) where bi 2 f0; 1g and bi = 1 if and only if xi
is a yes-instance.
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Proof. Let xi = (Ui ; si) be an instance of Partition for i = 1; : : :; k. Without
loss of generality,
P
we can assume that the Ui s are pairwise disjoint and that, for any i, u2Ui si (u) = 2. Let w
be an instance of Minimum Ordered Bin Packing de ned as follows (a similar construction
has been used in [37] in order to prove negative results on the approximability of Minimum
Ordered Bin Packing).
S
1. U = ki=1 Ui [ fu1; : : :; uk 1 g where the ui s are new items.
2. For any u 2 Ui , s(u) = si (u) and s(ui ) = 1 for i = 1; : : :; k 1.
3. For any i < j  k, for any u 2 Ui , and for any u0 2 Uj , u  ui  u0 .
Any solution of w must be formed by a sequence of packings of U1 ; : : :; Uk such that, for
any i, the bins used for Ui are separated by the bins used for Ui+1 by means of one bin which
is completely lled by ui . In particular, the packings of the Ui s in any optimum solution must
use either two or three bins: two bins are used if and only if xi is a yes-instance. The optimum
measure thus is upper bounded by 4k 1 so that any (1 + 1=4k)-approximate solution is
optimum.
Since Minimum Ordered Bin Packing belongs to APX and A is APX-complete, then
an AP-reducibility (f1 ; g1; ) exists from Minimum Ordered Bin Packing to A. We can
then de ne x = f (x1 ; : : :; xk ) = f1 (w; 1 + 1=(4 k) and r = 1 + 1=4 k. For any r-approximate
solution y of x, the fourth property of the AP-reducibility implies that z = g1(x; y; 1 + 1=4 k)
is a (1 + 1=4k)-approximate solution of w and thus an optimum solution of w. From z , we can
easily derive the right answers to the k queries x1 ; : : :; xk .
ut
Proof of Proposition 5. Let L 2 QH, then L 2 PNP[h] . It is well known that L can be reduced to
the problem of answering k = 2h 1 non-adaptive queries to NP. More formally, two functions
t1 and t2 exist such that, for any x, t1 (x) = (x1; : : :; xk ), where x1 ; : : :; xk are k instances of the
Partition problem, and for any (b1; : : :; bk ) 2 f0; 1gk, t2 (x; b1; : : :; bk ) 2 f0; 1g. Moreover, if,
for any j , bj = 1 if and only if Ij 2 Partition, then t2 (x; b1; : : :; bk ) = 1 if and only if x 2 L.
Let now f ,g and r be the two functions and the constant from the preceding Claim applied
to problem A and constant k. For any x, x0 = f (t1 (x)) is an instance of A such that if y is a
r-approximate solution for x0 , then t2 (g (x; y )) = 1 if and only if x 2 L. Thus, L 2 PAr .
ut

Propositions 6 and 7 can be easily proved similarly to Proposition 3 by means of the binary
search technique.

D. Proof of the results of Section 5
Proof of Theorem 9. Let A be a poly-APX-complete problem. Since Maximum Clique is
self-improvable [12] and poly-APX-complete [19], we have that A is self-improvable. It is then
sucient to prove that A2 is hard for NPFNP[loglog n+O(1)].
Since A is poly-APX-complete, Maximum Clique AP A: let be the constant of
this reduction. From [7] we have that any function F in NPFNP[log log n+O(1)] many-one reduces to Maximum Clique1+1= . From the de nition of AP-reducibility, we also have that
Maximum Clique1+1= mv A2 so that F many-one reduces to A2 .
Conversely, let A be a poly-APX self-improvable problem such that, for some r0, Ar0
is NPFNP[loglog n+O(1)]-hard. We will show that, for any problem B in poly-APX, B is
AP-reducible to A. To this aim, we introduce the following partial multi-valued function
multisat: given in input a sequence (1 ; : : :; m) of instances of the satis ability problem
with m  log j(1; : : :; m)j, a possible output is a satisfying truth-assignment for i where
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i = maxfiji is satis ableg. From [7] it follows that this function is NPFNP[loglog n+O(1)]-

complete.
It is easy to see that, since B is in poly-APX, two algorithms tB1 and tB2 exist such that,
for any xed r > 1, t1 (x) = tB1 (x; r) and t2 (x) = tB2 (x; r) are a many-one reduction from
Br to multisat. Moreover, since Ar0 is NPFNP[loglog n+O(1)]-hard, then a many-one reduction
M
A
A
(tM
1 ; t2 ) exists from multisat to Ar0 . Finally, let t1 and t2 be the functions witnessing the
self-improvability of A.
The AP-reduction from B to A can then be derived as follows:
tB1 (x;r)

! x0

tM
1 (x0)

! x00

tA1 (x00 ;r0 ;r)

! x000
#
M
0 ;y 00 )
A2 (x00 ;y000 ;r0 ;r)
tB2 (x;y0 ;r)
t
(
x
t
2
y
y0
y 00
y 000
It is easy to see that if y 000 is an r-approximate solution for the instance x000 of A, then y is an
r-approximate solution of the instance x of B.
ut
Recall that in [7] an extension of Theorem 1 is proved, that is, for any q (n) 2 O(log n), if
x; r

NPFNP[q(n)+1] is contained in NPFNP[q(n)], then the polynomial hierarchy collapses.
In the same paper, a characterization of the classes NPFNP[q(n)] is given such that any
function F 2 NPFNP[k] is reducible to answering with witnesses a set of 2k non-adaptive
queries to NP. Moreover, it is easy to see that any function that is reducible to answering
with witnesses 2k 1 non-adaptive queries to NP is contained in NPFNP[k] . From the proofs of
Propositions 3 and 4, it follows the following fact.
Claim. Let A be an rA -approximable APX problem, then, for any r > 1, Ar is reducible to
answering with witnesses a set of dlogr rA e non-adaptive queries to an NP oracle. Let A be an
APX-complete problem, then a constant exists such that, for any k, the problem of answering
with witnesses a set of k non-adaptive queries to Partition is reducible to A1+ =k .
Proof of Theorem 10. Let A be an rA -approximable APX-complete problem, let be the
constant in the preceding Claim, then A1+ =2 is hard for NPFNP[1] . Fix any r > 1, let r = 1+ "
and let x1 ; : : :; xk be instances of A: for any i = 1; : : :; k the problem of nding a r-approximate
solution yi for xi is reducible to the problem of answering with witnesses a set of dlogr rA e
parallel queries to Partition. Without loss of generality, we can assume r < rA (otherwise
the reduction is trivial), and thus we have dlogr rA e  1 + (rA 1)=(r 1)  c=" for a
certain constant ". Moreover, answering kc=" non-adaptive queries to Partition is reducible
to (1 + "=kc)-approximating a single instance of A, that is, A is linearly additive.
Conversely, let A be a linearly additive APX problem such that Ar0 is NPFNP[1]-hard and
let B be an rB -approximable APX problem. Given an instance x of B , for any r = 1 + " > 1
we can reduce the problem of nding an 1 + "-approximate solution for x to the problem of
answering with witnesses c=" queries to Partition, for a proper constant c not depending on ".
Moreover, each of these questions is reducible to Ar0 , since an NPFNP[1] can clearly answer with
witness to an NP query. From linear additivity, it follows that r0-approximating c=" instance
of A is reducible to (1 + "=c)-approximating a single instance of A. This is an AP-reduction
from B to A with = c= .
ut
Proof of Theorem 11. Let us consider the optimization problem Max Number of Satisfiable
Formulas-log de ned as follows.
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Instance: Set of m boolean formulas 1; : : :; m in 3CNF, such that 1 is a tautology and

m  log j1; : : :; mj

Solution: Truth-value assignment  to the variables of 1; : : :; m
Measure: The number of satis ed formulas, i.e., jfi such that i is satis ed by  gj.
Clearly, Max Number of Satisfiable Formulas-log is in log-APX, since the measure of

any assignment  is at least 1, and the optimum value is always smaller that log n, where n is
the size of the input. We will show that, for any r < 2, MNSFr is hard for NPFNP[log loglog n 1] ,
where MNSF stands for Max Number of Satisfiable Formulas-log.
Given log log n queries to NP (of size polynomial in n) 1 ; : : :; loglog n , we can construct
an instance  = 1 ; : : :; m of Max Number of Satisfiable Formulas-log where 1 is a
tautology and the formulas 2i = : : : = 2i+1 1 are satis able if and only if at least i clauses
among 1 ; : : :; loglog n (these formulas can be easily constructed using the standard proof of
Cook's theorem). Note that m = 2log log n+1 1, and by adding dummy clauses to some formulas
we can achieve the bound m  log j1 ; : : :; mj. Moreover, from a r-approximate solution for
 we can decide how many clauses in 1 ; : : :; loglog n are satis able, and we can also recover
witnesses for such formulas, that is, any function in NPFNP[logloglog n 1] is MV-reducible to
MNSFr .
Let A be a self-improvable log-APX-complete problem, then, for any function F 2
NPFNP[loglog log n 1] , F mv MNSF1:5 mv A1+ =2mv A256 where is the constant in the APreduction from Max Number of Satisfiable Formulas-log to A. Thus, for any x instance
of F , computing F (x) is reducible to nding a 256-approximate solution for an instance x0 of
A, moreover, the size of x0 is polynomial in jxj, that is jx0j  jxjc for a certain constant c. Since
A 2 log APX, it is possible to nd in polynomial time a (r log jx0j)-approximate solution y
for x0 . By means of the usual binary search technique, we can nd a 256-approximate solution
for x0 using dlogdlog256(r log jx0 j)ee  log log log jxjrc 3 adaptive queries to NP. Thus,
NPFNP[log loglog n

1]

 NPFNP[logloglog jxjrc

3]

which implies the collapse of the polynomial hierarchy.

ut

E. A List of NPO Problems
E.1. Maximum Clique
Instance: Graph G = (V; E ).
Solution: A clique in G, i.e. a subset V 0

 V such that every two vertices in V 0 are joined

by an edge in E .
Measure: Cardinality of the clique, i.e., jV 0j.

E.2. Minimum Independent Dominating Set
Instance: Graph G = (V; E ).
Solution: An independent dominating set for G, i.e., a subset V 0  V such that for all
u 2 V V 0 there is a v 2 V 0 for which (u; v ) 2 E , and such that no two vertices in V 0 are

joined by an edge in E .
Measure: Cardinality of the independent dominating set, i.e., jV 0 j.
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E.3. Minimum Weighted Independent Dominating Set
Instance: Graph G = (V; E ) and a weight function w : V ! N .

Solution: An independent dominating set for G, i.e., a subset V 0  V such that for all
u 2 V V 0 there is a v 2 V 0 for which (u; v ) 2 E , and such that no two vertices in V 0 are

joined by an edge in E .

Measure: The sum of the weights of the independent dominating set, i.e.,

P

v2jV 0 j w(v ).

E.4. Maximum Weighted Satisfiability and Minimum Weighted Satisfiability
Instance: Set of variables X , boolean quanti er-free rst-order formula  over the variables

X , and a weight function w : X ! N .

Solution: Truth assignment that satis es .
Measure: The sum of the weight of the satis ed variables.

E.5. Maximum 0 1 Programming and Minimum 0 1 Programming
Instance: Integer m  n-matrix A 2 Z mn , integer m-vector b 2 Z m , nonnegative integer
n-vector c 2 N n.
Solution: A binary n-vector x 2 f0; 1gn such that Ax  b.
n
Measure: The scalar product of c and x, i.e.,

X

i=1

ci xi .

E.6. Maximum PB 0 1 Programming and Minimum PB 0 1 Programming
Instance: Integer m  n-matrix A 2 Z mn , integer m-vector b 2 Z m , nonnegative binary
n-vector c 2 f0; 1gn.
Solution: A binary n-vector x 2 f0; 1gn such that Ax  b.
n
Measure: The scalar product of c and x, i.e.,

X

i=1

ci xi .

F. A List of APX Problems
F.1. Minimum Bin Packing

Instance: Finite set U of items, and a size s(u) 2 Q \ (0; 1] for each u 2 U .
Solution: A partition of U into disjoint sets U1 ; U2; : : :; Um such that the sum of the sizes of

the items in each Ui is at most 1.

Measure: The number of used bins, i.e., the number of disjoint sets, m.

F.2. Minimum Ordered Bin Packing

Instance: Finite set U of items, a size s(u) 2 Q \ (0; 1] for each u 2 U , and a partial order 

on U .

Solution: A partition of U into disjoint sets U1 ; U2; : : :; Um such that the sum of the sizes of
the items in each Ui is at most 1 and, for any u 2 Ui and for any u0 2 Uj such that u  u0 ,

i  j.

Measure: The number of used bins, i.e., the number of disjoint sets, m.
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F.3. Maximum Knapsack
Instance: Finite set U , for each U a size s(u) 2 Z + and a value v (u) 2 Z + , a positive integer

B 2 Z +.

P
B.
Solution: A subset U 0  U such that u2U 0 s(u)  P
Measure: Total weight of the chosen elements, i.e., u2U 0 v (u).
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